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 LISE MEITNER

 1878-1968

 Elected For. Mem. R.S. 1955

 LISE MEITNER'S name has become widely known for her part in the discovery
 of nuclear fission, which made atomic power possible, as well as atomic
 weapons. But among physicists she had been known for many years as one of
 the early pioneers in the study of radioactivity. Einstein nicknamed her 'the
 German Madame Curie'; but though most of her work was done in Berlin
 she came from Austria and retained her nationality through her life, even
 after she became a Swedish citizen about eight years before her death.

 She was born on 7 November 1878 in Vienna where she spent the first
 third of her life, a town to which she always remained very attached.
 Another third she worked in Germany. When Austria was occupied by the
 Nazis she found refuge in Sweden where she stayed for over 20 years. It was
 only at the age of 81 that she gave up scientific research and retired to
 England to live out the rest of her days in Cambridge, close to her eldest
 nephew (the author of this memoir).

 Her father was Dr Philipp Meitner, a respected lawyer and keen chess
 player. She was the third among eight children; thus she was used both to
 being ruled by her two older sisters and ruling over the younger children.
 Although her parents came from Jewish stock, her father was a freethinker,
 and the Jewish religion played no role in her education. Indeed, all the
 children were baptized, and Lise Meitner grew up as a protestant; in later
 years her views were very tolerant though she would not accept complete
 atheism.

 Lise Meitner became a physicist because of a burning desire to understand
 the working of nature, a desire that appears to go back to her childhood. But
 she had first to pass the state examination in French so that she might support
 herself as a teacher if the need arose; only then did she get permission to sit
 for the 'Matura', the examination that qualified her to enter the University
 of Vienna in 1901. For two years she worked very hard to prepare herself,
 coached by Dr Arthur Szarvasy, later professor of physics in Brno (Slovakia).
 Her sisters used to tease her, predicting she would fail because she had just
 walked across the room without studying! But she was one of the four girls
 that passed, out of fourteen.

 From her university days she remembered occasional rudeness on the part
 of the students (a female student was regarded as a freak) but also much
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 Biographical Memoirs

 encouragement from her teachers. In particular she often spoke of the
 contagiously enthusiastic lectures of Ludwig Boltzmann; it was probably he
 who gave her the vision of physics as a battle for ultimate truth, a vision she
 never lost. When she became Doctor Philosophiae in 1905 she was the second
 woman in Vienna to obtain a doctorate in physics. Her dissertation on heat
 conduction in inhomogeneous materials (measurements on mercury oint-
 ments, to test a formula by Maxwell) was based on work done under the
 supervision of Franz Exner and Hans Benndorf.

 For another year or so she remained in Vienna; when she succeeded in
 clearing up a point concerning optical reflexion which had puzzled Lord
 Rayleigh she was encouraged to think of a career in theoretical physics and
 to ask her father's permission and financial support for going to Berlin-
 for a year or two as she thought-to study under Planck. She had met
 Planck briefly when after Boltzmann's death (in response to an invitation to
 become his successor) he had visited Vienna.

 But before going to Berlin she had made her first contact with the new
 subject of radioactivity, to which she was introduced by Stefan Meyer and
 which was to become the topic of her life's work. In 1905 it was not yet known
 for sure whether a rays were deflected in passing through matter, and Lise
 Meitner designed and performed one of the first experiments which showed
 that some deflexion did indeed occur. But at that time she had no intention

 of specializing in that field.
 On arriving in Berlin in 1907 she arranged to attend the lectures of Planck,

 but had some difficulty in finding a place to do experimental work. While
 she hesitated whether to accept an offer by Heinrich Rubens to work in his
 own laboratory-with her shyness, she felt, she would never dare ask that
 great man any questions-she met the young chemist Otto Hahn who said
 he was looking for a physicist to help him with his work on radioactivity.
 Here was a frank and informal man of her own age from whom-she felt-
 she could learn a great deal. There was the difficulty that Hahn was to work
 at the Chemical Institute under Emil Fischer who did not allow women in

 his laboratory. But they equipped an old carpenter's workshop for doing
 radiation measurements, and in this 'Holzwerkstatt' Lise Meitner was
 allowed to work. Two years later, when women's education became regu-
 larized, Emil Fischer dropped the ban and supported her in a fatherly manner.

 In 1907 the subject of radioactivity was still very young. The nature of
 a, f and y rays was known, and the spontaneous transformation of radio-
 active elements had been put forward by Rutherford and Soddy. But the
 discovery of the atomic nucleus (Rutherford 1911) was still to come, and it
 was the concept of isotopes (Soddy 1913) that finally brought order into the
 chaos of radioactive substances. During those years before the First World
 War, Hahn and Meitner published a large number of papers most of which
 are no longer of interest. But some of them should be mentioned, and certain
 trends were beginning to take shape.

 To Hahn, the chemist, the discovery of new elements and the study of
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 their chemical properties was the most exciting part of the work; Lise
 Meitner was more interested in disentangling their radiations. With a rays,
 their well-defined range made it easy to measure their energy quite
 accurately. For F rays no such simple method existed. In passing through
 matter they are attenuated in a much more gradual way, often following
 approximately an exponential absorption law, as do y rays.

 In a new field it is often good strategy to make simple assumptions even
 when there is no clear support for them. Hahn and Meitner adopted the
 assumption (Heinrich Willy Schmidt 1906) that P rays of defined energy
 followed an exponential absorption law, and that each pure radioactive
 substance emitted electrons with defined energy. Thus a deviation from
 exponential absorption sometimes misled them into thinking that a prepara-
 tion was a mixture when it was not; but on the whole those assumptions,
 wrong though they were, served them surprisingly well.

 All the same it soon became clear that a better method for analysing P rays
 was needed. Study of their magnetic deflexion was a possible way, and
 collaboration with Otto von Baeyer at the physics department of the
 university gave access to a suitable magnet. This was a fertile collaboration,
 but the resolution of the method was not sufficient to shake seriously the
 belief in the exponential absorption of monoenergetic / rays. However, the
 rule that each element sends out only one group of electrons was found to
 have many exceptions and it became clear that / rays were more complex
 than had been thought.

 In 1914 the World War caused the work to be interrupted; Hahn was
 called up and Lise Meitner volunteered as an X-ray nurse with the Austrian
 army. It was a harrowing time for her, working up to twenty hours a day
 with inadequate equipment and coping with large numbers of Polish soldiers
 with every kind of injury, without knowing their language. But there was
 periodic leave when Lise Meitner went back to Berlin to carry out a few
 measurements each time, and Hahn sometimes succeeded in synchronizing
 his leave with hers. In the study of radioactive substances, measurements at
 fairly long intervals may be needed to let activities build up or unwanted
 ones decay. The search for the unknown precursor of actinium could be
 pursued in that way and was successful; by the end of the war the discovery
 of protactinium (not protoactinium; the t had been inserted to avoid just
 such a clash of vowels in proactinium, the name first considered) was ready
 to be published.

 At that time they were no longer working in the carpentry shop. The ban
 that kept Lise Meitner out of the chemical laboratories had been lifted in
 1909 when women came to be admitted to academic studies in Germany. In
 1912 the Kaiser-Wilhelm Institut fur Chemie was opened on a (then!) rural
 site in Berlin-Dahlem; there Lise Meitner worked for 25 years, first as a
 'guest' and from 1918 as head of a growing physics department. This was the
 first of a number of scientific institutes within the framework of the Kaiser-

 Wilhelm-Gesellschaft, financed at first by German industry, later with
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 increasing support from the State. The name was kept even after Germany
 became a republic in 1919, but was changed to Max-Planck-Gesellschaft
 after the Second World War.

 Her connexions with the University of Berlin were slight. She was
 Assistant to Max Planck from 1912 to 1915, and after the war she received the
 venia legendi (Dozentur) in 1922; the subject, cosmic physics, of her
 inaugural lecture was reported as 'cosmetic physics' in the press (more
 plausible with a female Dozent!). In 1926 she was made extraordinary (i.e.
 titular) professor, but never gave any courses of lectures. But she went
 regularly to the weekly colloquium where new papers were discussed before
 an impressive front bench of Nobel Prize winners, among them Max Planck,
 Albert Einstein, Walther Nernst, Gustav Hertz and Erwin Schroedinger.

 After the defeat of Germany the political confusion and the revolution that
 overthrew the monarchy made work difficult for a while, and there was still
 some work to be done on the properties of protactinium. So it was only in
 1922 that Lise Meitner once more began to publish results of her own work,
 aimed at clarifying the relations of f- and y-rays. By then it had become
 clear that some radioactive substances emitted an electron from the nucleus,
 while others-the a-emitters-did not, so that what electrons they did emit
 had to come from the outer shell and had to be regarded as secondary. So
 presumably were some of the electrons emitted by the true electron emitters;
 but which of the electron lines-of which a great many had by then been
 identified-were the primary electrons that came from the nucleus?
 (Sir) Charles D. Ellis in Cambridge thought it was none of them; that the
 primary electrons formed that continuous spectrum which (Sir) James
 Chadwick had found as early as 1914. Lise Meitner was doubtful of that
 result; she said that Chadwick's method of counting electrons deflected by a
 fixed angle in a variable magnetic field had not enough resolution to
 distinguish a continuous spectrum from a number of separate lines. On the
 other hand the better resolution of her photographic measurements, further
 improved when in 1922 she published measurements done with Danysz's
 method of focusing the electrons by deflexion through 180?, tended to
 emphasize the narrow lines while the continuous spectrum looked very faint
 and was attributed to secondary effects.

 But the fundamental reason of her scepticism was her conviction that the
 primary electrons, just like a-particles, must form a group of well-defined
 energy, in the spirit of the quantum theory whose application to nuclei was
 becoming established, in the middle 1920s, mainly by papers of George
 Gamow. Even when the existence of a continuous spectrum became more
 firmly established she still felt that this must be a secondary effect; that the
 primary electrons left the nucleus with a fixed energy, a varying part of
 which they then lost, in the form of a continuous spectrum of y-radiation, on
 their way through the strong electric field around the nucleus, and perhaps
 by collisions with the atomic electrons.

 So it was a great shock to her when C. D. Ellis and W. A. Wooster showed
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 in 1927, with a micro-calorimeter, that the average energy each electron lost
 in their apparatus was not-as her views would demand-equal to or above
 the upper limit of the continuous spectrum, but equal to the mean energy
 calculated from that spectrum. She immediately set out, with Wilhelm
 Orthmann, to check that result by a somewhat improved method, and found
 very good agreement; their joint paper was sent to press late in 1929.

 That growing evidence for the continuous energy distribution of the
 primary electrons emitted in a-decay became a topic 'best not talked about,
 like the new taxes' (Peter Debye). But it led Wolfgang Pauli to write his
 famous letter to Lise Meitner and Hans Geiger in which he proposed a new
 neutral particle, later to be called neutrino, which was to be emitted together
 with the electron and to share the available energy at random with it while
 being too elusive to be detected by the available means. It proved even more
 elusive than Pauli had thought: effects due to free neutrinos were not estab-
 lished until 1956. Today a great deal of effort is devoted to their study.

 While in that respect Lise Meitner had been led astray by her firm belief
 in the simplicity of nature she was right in another respect: by accurately
 measuring the electron lines of actinium she showed (Z. Phys. 34, 807, 1925)
 that they were knocked out from the electron shells, not of the decaying
 nucleus but of the nucleus formed; thus she showed that the y-ray followed
 the radioactive transformation rather than (as Ellis had suggested) triggering
 it off. She also observed and correctly interpreted the radiationless transitions
 in which an electron from an outer shell jumps into a vacancy in an inner
 shell, its energy not being radiated away as a characteristic X-ray quantum
 but used in ejecting another electron. This phenomenon is usually named
 after Pierre Auger who described it independently and more clearly about
 two years later.

 Lise Meitner was not very interested in instrumental development and
 never invented a method or instrument of her own; but she was quick in
 introducing any method developed elsewhere, if she could see a use for it. A
 rather original idea was to use Millikan's droplet method to study the
 ionization density of a-particles in air along their path, which was done by
 her student Gerhard Schmidt (Z. Phys. 72, 275, 1931). She also introduced
 C. T. R. Wilson's cloud chamber, which had been hardly used since its
 invention in 1911, to Berlin and used it in many researches, together with
 her students and with her assistant Kurt Philipp, and introduced innovations
 such as its use at greatly reduced pressure, for the study of slow electrons. She
 was one of the first (in a paper with Philipp, dated 25 March 1933) to
 observe positrons formed from y-rays.

 In fact she had observed another manifestation of the production of
 electron-positron pairs even earlier, namely, its contribution to the attenua-
 tion of hard y-rays in their passage through matter. In 1926 Hans Geiger
 and W. Mueller developed their wire counter, later to become known as the
 Geiger-Mueller counter, the most widely used instrument in nuclear physics;
 and Lise Meitner got a student to try it out. When the student complained
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 about trouble from a y-ray source next door she immediately saw that the
 great sensitivity of this new instrument would make it possible to measure the
 attenuation of well-collimated, narrow beams of y-rays. Here was an
 opportunity to test a recently published formula by Oskar Klein and
 Y. Nishina relating to the Compton effect, the collisions of high-energy
 photons with the loosely bound electrons in matter.

 With light elements, up to magnesium, the results agreed well with the
 Klein-Nishina formula, but with aluminium the attenuation was distinctly
 higher and kept rising with increasing atomic number. The seeming dis-
 continuity between magnesium and aluminium hinted at some effect of
 nuclear structure, perhaps a resonance, which would presumably cause
 scattering of y-rays with unchanged wavelength, in contrast to Compton
 scattering which increases the wavelength. Much effort was wasted by Lise
 Meitner and her students in searching for that unchanged scattered
 component, which was not there. The excess attenuation was not due to
 scattering at all but to the formation of electron-positron pairs, which was
 not discovered until later, in 1933.

 The discovery of the neutron in 1932, the positron in 1933 and artificial
 radioactivity in 1934 caused a turmoil in nuclear physics, reflected in a
 number of short papers in which Lise Meitner with her collaborators tried to
 keep pace with those rapid developments in physics. The political develop-
 ments in Germany did not help. Hitler had come to power early in 1933, and
 the ensuing anti-semitic laws caused many 'non-aryan' scientists to lose their
 university posts and to go abroad. The Kaiser-Wilhelm-Gesellschaft was less
 vulnerable, being partly controlled by industrialists; but the Nazis tried to
 enforce party loyalty by various forms of infiltration, and Hahn and Meitner
 had to be increasingly cautious to avoid an open conflict, and to be able to
 keep those of their people who were partly Jewish or who refused to join the
 Nazi party.

 The situation became critical when Austria was occupied by German
 troops in March 1938. From then on, Lise Meitner was no longer a foreigner
 protected by her Austrian nationality, but subject to the racial laws of Nazi
 Germany. Her honesty did not allow her to conceal her Jewish descent (as
 some people did), and her dismissal could only be a question of time. Her
 position looked even more sinister when her friend and colleague, Max von
 Laue, said he had heard of an order, issued by Heinrich Himmler (head of
 the secret police), that no university teachers-whether Jewish or not-
 should in future be allowed to leave Germany. An attempt by the influential
 industrialist, Fritz Bosch, then President of the Kaiser-Wilhelm Gesellschaft,
 to obtain permission for her to leave the country was unsuccessful. There
 appeared to be a very real danger that she might lose her job and then be
 prevented from seeking a new position abroad. Peter Debye, a physicist of
 Dutch origin, was consulted and agreed to write to his colleague, Dirk Coster,
 at the University of Groningen. As a result Coster came to Berlin to fetch
 Lise Meitner, having arranged (with the help of his colleagues Adriaan
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 Fokker and W. J. de Haas) that the Dutch immigration officer should
 let her enter even though she had only her (now meaningless) Austrian
 passport and no visa. Lise Meitner had one and a half hours in which to pack
 her most necessary belongings-and in the laboratory no one but Hahn
 knew that she was leaving Germany for good.

 Holland had a distinguished tradition in physics but did not at that time
 possess very good facilities for nuclear research, and after a short stay she
 moved on to Denmark where for some weeks she enjoyed the hospitality of
 her good friend Niels Bohr and his wife Margrethe. The facilities for nuclear
 research were good, and there were a number of young and active physicists
 at work, including the present writer. It was probably her wish not to com-
 pete with those younger people that led to her decision not to remain in
 Copenhagen. Instead she accepted the invitation of Manne Siegbahn, head
 of the newly-built Nobel Institute for Physics in Stockholm. Siegbahn had
 made his name in the field of X-ray spectroscopy, chiefly through his superb
 skill in devising instruments of high accuracy; he and his pupils had created
 a Swedish tradition of precision physics. His institute possessed a cyclotron
 under construction, the first to be built on the mainland of Europe (about
 the same time as the cyclotrons at Cambridge, Copenhagen and Liverpool).
 For making the best use of that new atom-splitting machine and for training
 students in the required ancillary techniques the presence of Lise Meitner
 was valuable.

 For 22 years Lise Meitner remained in Sweden. Although on arrival she
 was about 60 she acquired a good command of the language; she built up a
 small research group and published a number of short papers, mostly
 describing the properties of some new radioactive species formed with the
 help of the cyclotron. But she felt isolated at the Nobel Institute as Sweden
 as a country was isolated during the war; she had few students and lacked
 the help and stimulus that Hahn had given her during her years in Berlin.
 Perhaps she also suffered under the impression that Siegbahn was more
 interested in his precision physics than in the comparatively crude measure-
 ments that were possible in the study of radioactive isotopes.

 In 1946 she spent half a year in the U.S.A. as visiting professor at the
 Catholic University, Washington, D.C., and was nominated 'Woman of the
 Year' by the American Press. In 1947 she retired from the Nobel Institute
 and accepted an offer from the Swedish Atomic Energy Committee to set up
 a small laboratory for her at the Royal Institute for Technology. Later she
 moved to a Laboratory of the Royal Academy for Engineering Sciences
 where an experimental nuclear reactor was being built deep down in a hall
 blasted out of the solid granite on which Stockholm stands, and the director
 of that enterprise, Sigvard Eklund (later Director-General of the Inter-
 national Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna) became Lise Meitner's lifelong
 friend. Here she stayed for the rest of her time in Sweden, first directing the
 work of a research assistant, later mainly engaged in reading, attending
 colloquia and discussing problems with other physicists. Her mind was still

 27
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 active when in 1960 she retired to England in order to be nearer to her
 relatives of whom several lived in London and Cambridge.

 It was shortly after her arrival in Sweden that she made her most widely
 known contribution to science: the interpretation of an observation by Hahn
 and Strassmann as 'nuclear fission' (the phrase coined in her joint paper
 (Nature, Lond. 143, 239) with Frisch). She had been invited to spend
 her first Swedish Christmas with friends in Kungalv, a small town on the
 West coast of Sweden, and had invited Frisch to come over from Copenhagen
 to join her. At their first breakfast she was preoccupied with a letter from
 Hahn which contained the incomprehensible result that radioactive barium
 isotopes were formed from uranium under neutron bombardment. Here it
 may be well to go back a bit.

 In 1934, after several years of pursuing separate lines of research, Hahn
 and Meitner had joined forces again to follow up a result by Enrico Fermi in
 Rome. Fermi had bombarded a great variety of elements with neutrons and
 had found that usually-and invariably with heavy elements-the neutron
 was absorbed to form a heavier isotope-usually /-radioactive-of the
 bombarded nucleus. In the case of uranium, several substances with different
 decay periods and different chemical properties were found, some of which
 were presumably transuranic elements, with an atomic number above 92.

 In order to isolate such elements, Hahn and Meitner used a particular
 chemical technique (roughly speaking, precipitation of the irradiated and
 acidified uranium salt solution with hydrogen sulphide) which left in
 solution all elements between polonium (Z = 84) and uranium (Z = 92);
 in that way they felt sure that their precipitate contained only transuranic
 elements. Admittedly a German chemist, Ida Noddack, had said that in her
 opinion the formation of transuranic elements could not be regarded as
 proven until their identity with any element between hydrogen and uranium
 was excluded; but her paper, published in a journal little read by pure
 scientists, had been dismissed as mere pedantry by those who did read it,
 and had no influence on later events. Fermi had found that it was only in
 light nuclei that the impact of a neutron could cause the emission of a charged
 particle (a proton or helium nucleus) and thus lead to the formation of a
 nucleus with lower atomic number; just what one would expect from the
 theory of atomic nuclei.

 It was thus with considerable surprise that Hahn and Meitner read a note
 by Irene Curie who reported from Paris (1937) that the irradiation of
 uranium with neutrons produced-among many others-a substance with
 penetrating fg-rays and a half-life of 32 hours which behaved chemically
 rather like thorium. This would imply that a uranium nucleus on being hit
 by a neutron could emit an a-particle (a helium nucleus), which seemed very
 unlikely. No such a-particles were observed in a search by one of Lise
 Meitner's students, Gottfried von Droste. Yet the formation of the 3A-hour
 substance was confirmed though Hahn thought it behaved more like actinium
 (three, not two, nuclear charge units below uranium!); moreover, Hahn and
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 Fritz Strassmann who had joined the team in 1935 found more products
 with those chemical properties, as well as three with the properties of radium,
 no less than four places below uranium.

 Those results were so hard to reconcile with nuclear theory that Lise
 Meitner wrote a letter to Hahn expressing great doubt and asking for
 irrefutable evidence. As a consequence, Hahn and Strassmann decided to
 embark on a series of careful tests designed to prove without doubt that those
 last-mentioned products were chemically identical with radium. They could
 indeed be precipitated with barium, as radium can; but then they could not
 be separated from the barium! Hahn and Strassmann concluded, with great
 reluctance and in very cautious language, that those substances were indeed
 isotopes not of radium but of barium.

 That was the news in the letter which Lise Meitner discussed with Frisch

 after their breakfast in Kungalv. It soon became clear that Niels Bohr's
 'droplet model' of the nucleus was the clue to understanding how barium
 nuclei could be formed from uranium nuclei which were nearly twice as
 heavy; that the division ('fission') into two smaller nuclei was made possible
 by the mutual repulsion of its many protons which made a uranium nucleus
 behave like a droplet with its surface tension greatly reduced by its electric
 charge. Moreover, the estimated difference between the mass of a uranium
 nucleus (plus an extra neutron) and the slightly smaller joint mass of the two
 fragment nuclei meant (because of Einstein's mass-energy equivalence) the
 liberation of a large amount of energy; and the mutual repulsion of the two
 fragments would make them fly apart with just that amount of energy.

 The joint paper was composed a few days later over the telephone since
 Lise Meitner and Frisch had returned to Stockholm and Copenhagen,
 respectively. Clearly the whole evidence for transuranic elements was now
 in doubt since it rested on the sulphide precipitation which did not exclude
 elements lighter than polonium. A few months later Lise Meitner joined
 Frisch in Copenhagen to show experimentally, in the first place that radio-
 active fission fragments could be collected on a receiver (a water surface)
 close to a uranium layer under neutron irradiation, and also that the decay
 curve of the sulphide precipitate from the material so obtained had the same
 shape as that from the precipitate obtained directly from irradiated uranium.
 It was concluded that no observable amounts of real transuranic elements

 (which would have stayed in the uranium rather than being projected on to
 the water surface) were produced. Today we know that transuranic elements
 (neptunium and plutonium) are indeed formed.

 Actually one of the products of slow-neutron irradiation of uranium was
 unambiguously shownto be a uranium isotope of 24 minutes half-life (Z. Phys.
 106, 249); moreover, by measuring the resonance cross section Lise Meitner
 could show that it must be 239U, formed by neutron capture from the abundant
 238U. Its observed ,B-decay was bound to lead to the formation of a trans-
 uranic element, but no radioactive daughter substance was observed. Later
 that daughter substance was found by Edwin Macmillan (1939) and named
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 neptunium; its f-rays were too soft to have been recorded by the rather
 thick-walled counters used in Berlin and Copenhagen. Its daughter substance
 in turn was named plutonium; this long-lived a-emitter 239Pu was the
 explosive in the first atomic bomb, tested at Alamogordo on 16 July 1945.

 After the war an enormous amount of chemical research was published
 which showed clearly that the fission of a uranium nucleus could occur in
 many different ways and was predominantly unsymmetrical, the two
 fragments differing by about 30 per cent in mass. (Physical evidence for that
 had been published before the war.) Various explanations of that asymmetry
 were proposed. Lise Meitner pointed out (1950) that the observed
 asymmetry was such as to allow in each fragment a maximum of its nucleons
 to be arranged in closed shells. Actually that idea had been briefly mentioned
 (unknown to her) in the paper by Goeppert-Mayer, one of the papers in
 which (1948) the shell theory of nuclei had been first proposed. Apart from
 that short note she never worked on problems of nuclear fission again; she
 refused, when invited, to take part in developing the atomic bomb and hoped
 till the end that it would prove impossible, though all the time she feared she
 would be wrong in that hope.

 Lise Meitner took great delight in music, as did all her brothers and
 sisters (one sister became a concert pianist). She occasionally played piano
 duets with her nephew though hardly anybody else knew that she could play
 the piano. In her old age she still fondly remembered the musical evenings
 once a week at the house of Max Planck, himself a fine pianist. She went to
 concerts as long as she could walk, and never ceased to try following
 contemporary trends in music.

 In spite of her close friendship with Max Planck and other great physicists
 like Niels Bohr, James Franck and Max von Laue, she never quite lost the
 shyness of her young days. But among friends she could be lively and
 cheerful, and an excellent story-teller. She was interested in almost every-
 thing; always ready to learn and ready to admit her ignorance of things
 outside her own field of study. But within that field she moved with great
 assurance and was convinced of the power of the human mind to arrive at
 correct conclusions from the great laws of nature. When that conviction misled
 her (as in the belief that f-rays must be monoenergetic, or that certain sub-
 stances she studied must be transuranic) the recognition that she had been
 wrong was a shock as if nature had been unfair to her devoted work. But the
 advance of knowledge was always her first concern, and she felt the delight
 of every good scientist in a good piece of work done by someone else.

 Slight in figure and shy by nature, she learnt assurance from success, and
 she seemed to draw ever new strength from the wonder and the beauty of the
 physical universe and its laws. To elucidate those laws was her main desire,
 and her only ambition was for her work to be recognized among her
 colleagues; publicity in any form she disliked very much. Practical applica-
 tions of science did not concern her, and it was a source of deep distress in her
 later years that her work should have led to the horror of the atom bomb.
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 In her institute she kept strict discipline, and it was her (justified) pride
 that in a quarter of a century it never became contaminated with radio-
 activity, despite the large amounts of radio-elements that were handled in
 the same building. But while her students feared her strictness they came to
 her with their personal problems, and her warm, practical humanity is still
 remembered with fondness. In her early days in Berlin she had found cheerful
 informal company and good music at the house of Max Planck to whom she
 remained for ever attached in deep gratitude and whose advice she often
 sought and heeded in subsequent years. Her friendship with James Franck
 meant a great deal to her, and so did that with Niels Bohr, and with her
 contemporary, the plant physiologist, Elisabeth Schiemann. The rightful
 place of women, and in particular of women scientists, was a lively concern
 of hers on which she has spoken and written repeatedly.

 After retiring to Cambridge in 1960, Lise Meitner led a more quiet life.
 She still travelled a good deal, to meet friends and give lectures, but growing
 deafness made it gradually more difficult for her to attend lectures and
 discussions. In 1963 she went to Vienna to speak before a large audience at
 the Urania Volksbildungsanstalt about '50 years of physics', a talk that was
 later printed in English as 'Looking back'. After a strenuous visit to the
 U.S.A. at Christmas 1964 she suffered a heart attack which caused her to

 spend some months in a nursing home, and from which she returned to her
 flat much enfeebled. Yet her strength failed only slowly, and in 1967 she
 made a good recovery after a fall in which she broke her hip bone. But she
 did not travel any more and gradually gave up all other activity. For the last
 two months she was in a nursing home in Cambridge where her life slowly
 ebbed away. She died on 27 October 1968, a few days before her ninetieth
 birthday, having outlived all her brothers and sisters, and was buried in a
 country churchyard, where her youngest brother had been buried some
 years previously.

 A list of Lise Meitner's distinctions includes membership of the Academies
 of Berlin, Copenhagen, Gothenburg, G6ttingen, Halle, Oslo, Stockholm,
 and Vienna, as well as honorary doctorates from Adelphi College, University
 of Rochester, Rutgers University and Smith College (U.S.A.), and from the
 University of Stockholm (Sweden). She was awarded
 The Leibniz Medal (1924) by the Berlin Academy of Sciences,
 The Lieben Prize (1925) by the Vienna Academy of Sciences,
 The Ellen Richards Prize (1928), from U.S.A.; shared with Ramart Lucas

 (Paris),
 The Prize for Science and Art (1947) by the City of Vienna,
 The Planck Medal by the German Physical Society (1949), jointly with

 Otto Hahn,
 The Otto Hahn Prize (W. Germany 1954),
 The Schlozer Medal (1962) by the University of Gottingen,
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 The Enrico Fermi Prize (1965) shared with Otto Hahn and Fritz Strassmann)
 by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
 In 1957 she became a Member of the Ordre pour le Merite, Civilian Class

 (W. Germany).
 O. R. FRISCH
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